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Studies of Fertilization in the Dog-Salmon, 
Oncorhynchus keta 

1. The Morphology of the Normal Fertilization l
) 

By 

Kiichiro Yamamoto 

(Akkeshi :Marine Biological Satation, Akkeshi, Hokkaido) 

(With 10 Te.,>:t-figures and:2 Plates) 

Because of the fundamental importance in connection with researches in 
various fields of biology, the attraction of earlier -workers has been concentrated on 
fertilization phenomena in animal eggs, from both morphological and physiological 
standpoints. Thus one can now find an enormous number of works contributing 
to this field of study in invertebrates as well as vertebrates. 

With reference to the literature (d. Makino's list, 1951), several earlier papers 
are to be accessible dealing with the fertilization phenomena of the fish egg. 
Kupfer (1886) seems to be the author who firstly undertook the morpholcgical 
study on the fertilization in the egg of the trout. Then the studies along this line 
were followed by Boem (1891), Blanc (1891) and Behrens (1898) in eggs of various 
salmonid fishes. Quite recently, Chima (1943) has published a cytological study 
concerning the maturation anG fertilization of the egg of the carp (CYi1 ,vilZ2!S 

cuPio). Viewed from the present,status of knowledge especially furnished recent
ly by many physiological studies in this field, however, important problems on the 
mJrphological aspect of fertilization have been remained not sufficiently defined 
in fishes, particularly in the Salmonidae. 

In a series of studies to be continuously published hereafter, the author will 
deal with the physiology of fertilization phenomena in OncorhYllchus keta, 
especially from the histochemical point of view. Previous tu inquiry into various 
physiological events of fertilization, it is necessary to get an accurate understanding 
of morphological phenomena. With this view in mind, the present investigation 
has been undertaken to make clear cytologically the course of the maturation 
and fertilization in the egg of the dog-salmon, with special attention towards the 

1\ Contributions to the Akkeshi Marine Biological Station, 1\0. 60. 

Joar. Fac. Sci, Hokkaido Univ,. Ser, VI, Zoo I., 11,155:2. 
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bduyior of the sp~~rmatozoon after insemination. 
Her,: tit~ authur takes much pleasure in expressing his jndeLtedne~s to 

Professor Tohru Uchida for the courtesy and helpful adyice given by him durirg 
the progress of the work, and also to l'rofessor Sajiro Makino for the examination 
of the findings along ,vith the improvement of the manuscript and kind ,lid in 
preparing the photomicrographs for this paper. The aid given by the members 
of the Salmon Hatchery of Hokkaido prefecture for the collection of the material 
for study is also acknowledged here with deEp thanks. 

Material and Method 

This study has exclusively carried out with the dog-salmon, Oncorhynchus 
keia, which was fIshed at the Chitosc and the Oboro hatcheries in Hokkaido. The 
ripe eggs taken from a single mother fIsh were artificially fertilized by dry method. 
Then the eggs were allowed to develop in water at temperatures ranging from 
7.5 0 to 9C. A certain number of eggs were taken out at required interyals for 
fIxation. A.3 the fixatives, Bouin's solution and Bouin-Allen's solution WEre employed. 
The egg.s obtained in 1948 and 1950 proi'ided the material for study. Sections 
were prepared by paraffin method; previous to imbedding the material, the cl,orion 
and superflous yolk were removed from the egg. The sections of 10 micra thick, 
stained with Delafield's haematoxylin and Heidenhain's iron-haematoxylin with 
counter-staining of eosin proved satisfactory for the pUlpose of the present study. 

Descriptive 
1). The spermatozoon 

The spermatozoon closely resembles in external feature that of the salmon 
described by Bullowitz. 1) It has a simplest form; a spheroidal head, a short 
and round middle plece, and a yery long tail haying no supplemental filament. 
The tail appealS to attach to tlle mell'gin of the middle piece. 
2). The ovum 

The ripe egg is remarkably large in size, usually 6 mm in diameter; it is 
nearly spherical in form and moderately rC'd colored. The egg-envelope is not 
transparent ,nld nory thick, su that the egg body (',\11 not be extern2.lly discernible. 
The CIWelOpC consi"ts of two layers, an outer hyaline layer") and an inncr membrane. 
The hyzJ.line layer is transparent measuring some 20/L, when the egg is immersed 
in water. The inner membrane underneath the hyaline layer is thick and not 
transparent. It can be subdivided again into hvo parts. The micropyle is found 
penetrating the envelopes at the animal pole. Beneath the membrane the egg 
proper directly lies leaving no perivitelline space. The o6pla~m enclosing the yolk 

1) By reference to Wilson (1928). 

2) This layer was observed by Aoki and named "Tomeiso". Kagnku. yo1. 16,1941. 
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is fairly thick at the animal pole and becomes thinner passing to the vegetable pole. 
The cortical alveoli can readily detected in section being embedded in the cortical 
layer. The fat globules of various sizes are present in the yolk. At the time of 
fertilization the egg nucleus shows th( metaphase spindle of the second polar divi
sion which lies near tilc periphery of the animal pole with radial or slightly oblique 
direction. Generally the spindle lies slightly apart the middle part of the animal 
pole (Fig. 1). 
3) The formation of the male and female pronuclei 

The present study failed to follow the actual feature regarding the entry 
of the spermatozoon in sections. The section of the egg ot~erved at 10 minutes 
after insemination showed the break-down of the cortical alHoli and the pcnetra
tion of the spermatozoon into the egg (Fig. 2). There is a sbght depression in the 
surface of the egg where the spermatozoon has entered. Apparently lhe entranee
area is cone-shaped and the apex of the cone points inwardly. Its outc:r and 
central portions are cross-straited in appearance. Thc perforation appears as a 
conspicious pore lying along the central axis of the cone and the spermatozoon 
is found lying near the apex of the cone. The figure here observed highly 
resembles the "entrance cone" observed by King (1901) in Hufo and also the 
"pseudo-micropyle" reported by Smith (1912) in Cryptobra11chus. No spurn-tail 
could be detected in sections. Also the middle piece was difficult to clearly follow 
its history during metamorphosis in the present material, while Blanc (1884), in 

Text-fig. 1. Sperm-aster developed at the base of tIle sperm-head. From an egg 
about one hour after insemination. ·,",'ext-fig::;. Z-3. Sperm-head with its aster and 
polar spindle in process of formation of the polar body. .\.t two hours after 
insemination. Text-figs. 4·l::. Chromosome mass and sperm-nucleus of vesicular 
form. From an egg about two and a half hours after insemination. ca. :x 800. 
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the egg of the trout, reported that the spermatozoon entered the egg with its entire 
hody, but the tail soon after disappeared. The spindle of the egg still persists in 
the metaphase stage of the second polar division (Fig. 3). At 20 minutes after 
insemination, the egg-plasm at the part of sperm-entry exhibits remarkable 
projection. The sperm·head which now completed a rotation of 180 degrees takes 
a new orit~ntation with it,; base dircctiI;g towards the cmter of the egg. It sh()ws 
a little swell heing slightly larger in size than in the former stage (Fig. 4). The 
second polar spilldle is still arrested at metaphase. Ten minutfs afteI\'\ ard", the 
projection of the egg-plasm at the part of sperm-entry disappeared, but its site 
is marked by the occurrence of a very minute protuberance. The sperm-head 
is found a little more swollen than the former (Fig. 5). From this stage on, the 
chromosomes of the second polar spindle seem to begin 10 separate. Then they 
pass to the opposite poles of the spindle with the passage of time (Fig. 6). Atout 
one hour after insemination, a sperm-aster is de\'cloped frem the speIm-head at 
its base (Text-fig. 1 and Fig. 7). Behrens (1898), in the egg of the rain-bow trout, 
described the aster developing in every directicn arour.d the sperm-head together 
with a minute centriole situated at the center of the aster. In the present 
material also, the centrosome i", clearly demor,stratecl at the central Fortions of 
the aster, with a minute centriole. By this time the polar division is found at the 
telophase stage (Fig. 8). Then, the sperm-head grows larger by swellirig with 
time showing the fully developed astral rays. Fig. 9 indicates the sperm-head 
with its aster, observec' in an egg taken ai. one and a half hours after inseminatior. 
Fig. 10 shows tb.e polar spindle at the same stage, in which the censtriction of the 
polocyte from the egg surface to form the second polocyte is depicted. The 
sperm-head and the polar spindle ob~erved in an egg taken at about two hours after 
insemination, arc S;HA;ll. ill Text-figs. 2 and 3. The spelm-bead now grows much 
larger showing clear ~one of c\'tcpla~m around the head; the' head still remains 
in a condensed c~mdition. ny this time, the extrusion of the sccond polocyte is 
,ilmost completed. At the same time the chromosomes remained in the egg lose their 
individuality and tend to fuse together into a compact mass of irregular outline. 
At this time many granular substances staining deeply with haEmatoxylin are 
found accumulclLed in the ooplasm surrounding the sperm-head and egg nucleus. 
In the eggs preserved at two ,mel a half hours after insemination, th egg nucleus 
shows many chromosoI1lal elements which scatter along the inner wall of the m,clcus 
with smooth contour (Figs. l~, 18 and Text-fig. -J.). \\'ith the completicn of the 
egg nucleus into the vacuolized female pronucleus, the sperm-head seems to give 
off its condensed structure and metamorphose into a vesicular elongated form, 
with a sudden increase of size, resulting in the formation of the male pronucleus 
(Figs. 11, 13 and Text-fig. 5). During metamorphosis the male pronucleus advances 
towards the deeper part of the egg being followed by the sperm-aster to meet the 
female pronucleus (Fig. 14). The male pronucleus is almost spherical in outline 
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with a sm::>oth membrane; it measures 0.011 unn in diameter, a.nd i" filled \v1th 
clear, colorless nuclear substance. The in:lle pronllc](:'us at this stage shows 
the fully cleveloped sperm-astf'r with remarkahle radiatioll OJ rays. 

At th,.: time (if C')]11plcliOl], the fem:i1, jJwnuclens citnat,:-d 'll thf' rgg 
p:~riphery is elliptical in sbape with approximate diameter of 0.0 i-! X O.OOS mm ; 
it is fllled with c:)jorlcss nuclear substance including minn~L: chromatin gr<ll1ules 
(Fig. 15 and Text-JIg. 6). Then it begins to move towards the deeper part of the 
egg to conj ugate the male pronucleus. Fig. 16 indicates the female pronucleu:-, 
in the course of migration ousen-ed in an egg at three hours after insemination. 
It is never accompanied by an astral sphere or any like radiating structure. The 
characteristic feature of the cytoplasm developing ahead and behind the female 
pronucleus alone serves to indicate the direction of its mmement, though it is 
l~ss pronounced than in the figure presented by Boems( 1888). The characteristic 

Text-fig. 6. CO:llpletcd female pronucleus. Notice the second polocyte adhering 
to Ill" egg by a fine protoplasmic fiber. Text-figs. 7-8. :\ligraling female pronuclcus 
and the male pronucleus at lhe sam" stage. From an eg[; about 3.5 hours after 
insemination. Text-fig. 9. Coniug-atec! pronuclei at lhe earliest stage. They 
are still distinguishabl e from each other hy slaining capaLity and size-diffclence. 
From 3.n egg 4 hours after insemination. Text-fig. 10. l\letaphase of the 
first cle3vage, side view. The chromosomes arc separated into two distinct 

groups. ca. x800. 
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structure of cytoplasm ahead the female pronucleus resembles the idiosome 
described by Makino (1934) in the migrating male pronucleus of Hynobius. Fig. 
17 shows the male pronucleus in the stage of migration. It is nearly elliptical in 
form incluc:ing chromatin clements vvhich arc Jargcr and more distinct than in 
the for!D?r stage. The radiation of the astral rays seems to be now less pronounced 
than in the previous case. Along with the migration, the pronuclei grow in size 
and the chromatin material in nuclei becomes distinct in appearance. In Text
fig. 7 is shown the female pronucleus during migration which was observed in an 
egg fixed at 31/ 2 hours after insemination. Text-fig. 8 indicates the male pronucleus 
at the similar stage. The female pronucleus is now as large as the male pronucleus, 
and shows a weak affinity to stain like the latter. The division of the centrosome 
is taken place dey eloping the amphiaster between the diyided ones; the astral 
radiation is now less pronounced, though distinct, than that of the preyious stage. 
In Fig. 18 are shown the male and femaJe pronuclei just prior to conjugation. The 
fem:i.le pronucleus grows somewhat larger than the male pronucleus. FUlther 
the former is readily distinguishable from the latter by the weak affmity of the 
chromatin elements for stain. The astral system now becomes distinct develeping 
a remarkable radiation. Behrens (1898), concerning the development or tl e 
amphiaster from the sperm-aster, stated that "Die Centrosomen der ersten Fur
chungsspindel leitet Blanc aus der Teilung eines einfachen Centro soma her, 
welches vor der Verschmelzung der Vorkerne aus der Vereinigung des mannlichen 
und angebliches beobachtet weiblichen Centrosoma hervorgangen sein solI. Diese 
Angaben Blanc sind sicherlich irrtumlich. Wie ich oben gezeigt, konnte ich im 
Forellenei stets nur zwei mannlich Centrosomen und keine weibliches find, und 
eine (Wieder-Vereinigung dieser Centrosomen findet Ueberhaupt nicht statt) ist 
auch a priori hoc11est unwahrscheinlich." The fll1dings in the present study are 
tairly accordant with those of Behrens (1898). There is no evidence for the presence 
of a female aster so far as the present observations are concerm:d; it is most 
probable thai the amphiaster originates from the spermaster on the basis of this 
study. 
4) ]i.,[ovements (:f the pronuclei and their routes 

It is a remarkable phenomenon in this fish, that the migration of the male 
pronucleus to the deeper p,n·t of the cgg is taken place prior to that of the female 
pronucleus. /I,Jter the male pronnckus has reached to a certain place, the female 
pronucleus commences its migration to meet the male pronucleus. A penetration
path of the spermatozoon is nearly '.'ertical to the egg surface and the spermatozoon 
just penetrated is found lying on the periphery of the egg. Immediately after 
the penetration, the sperm-head rotates 180 degrees as already noted. About one 
hour after insemination, the sperm-aster is observed developing near the base 
of the sperm-head. With the proceeding of the second polar division, the astral 
radia tion grows developing in every direction. Following the extrusion of the 
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second polocyte the sperm·-nucleus begins to migrat'3 to the deeper part of thc 
egg. The sperm-nucleus seems to pass descending v"rtic~dlv from the penetrating 
point towards the central part of the blastodisc. The penetr,;.ting point of the 
sp2rmatozoon is always found near the top of the anin:al pole,where the micropyle 
is present. Therefore, both the penetration-path ,lnd the coplllatinn-rath of the 
sperm'ttozoOll constitute a continuously straight line, without ti.lC formation or 
remarkable angle by the two paths. In amphibian eggs, the two paths generally 
form a remarkable angle in this case. The mO"'v"ement of till' sperm-nucleus occurs 
very quickly; its migration commences at about two and a half hours after 
insemination and it is completed in a period of about thirty minutes. During the 
mi.gration, the sperm-aster develops its radiation, and the head of the spermato
zoon is converted into the male pronucleus. 

The second polar spindle is formed at a little distance from the top of the 
animal pole. After the extrusion of the second polocyte, the chromosomes 
contained in the egg reconstruct the nucleus developing into the female pronucleus, 
and the formation of the female pronuclus has been taken place with the migration 
of the sperm-nucleus. On arrival of the male pronucleus at the meeting point, the 
female pronucleus begins its movement. The female pronucleus moves also 
quickly; its migration occurs at about three hours after insemination and is 
generally fmished in a period of about thirty minutes. The course of movement 
of the pronucleus is marked by a track as described above, though it is not so 
remarkable as observed in amphibian eggs. The path apparently traces a parabola. 
The radiation becomes gradually inconspicuous with the approach of the two 
pronuclei. After the conjugation the pronuclei are persisted in its piace through
ont the whole period in preparation for the first cleayage. 

The causes that determine the moyements of the pronuclei during fertiliza
tion of the egg are now unknown, though tJwre are some assumptiolls presented by 
earlier workers as follows: the two pronuclei approach each other by means of 
amoeboid movement (Fick 1893), or approach and l111inll of the nuclei are 
determined by some kind of attraction between them (Wilsf)!l 191")0), or they arc 
passively drawn together by the rays of the sperm-aster or by protoplacmic 
current in the ooplasm (Conklin 1899). Oll the basis of the present study it seems 
Jl1Jst probable that tlll: sperm-aster takes an irnpurtant rok 111 the mOVt'Jl1cnt of 
pronuclei, though n()t c1efinitc\'ely stated at present. 
5) Conjugation oj the prolluclei and the Jormation oj the first cleavage sj)indle 

Generally at about 4 hours after insemination. the lll".lc and female pru
nuclei come in contact. In the first place, they are touched at a p:1ft of their 
bodies, then they come to lie side by side with ti,e nuclear membrane in intimate 
contact. But no actual fusion of them occurs at all ; in this condition they remain 
throughout the whole period in preparation for the 11rst cleavage. In the eggs 
preserved at 3'/2 hours after ins~mination, the conjugatioll of the pronuclei has met 
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will! ill iin' of twdve cases examineu. About 4 hours after insemination, all 
eggs arc fuund completed ill tile copulation of both pronuclei. From this fact it 
i::; must probable th2.t the meeting of the pronuclei generally occurs within 3 to 
~ h{)lIfC'. affa in:'.eminatinn has Llb.'ll place. TIle P(I'iili(J]] at which the two pro
nuclei lileeL is ne',(r at the geometric center of tl!f' bbstodi::;c, but approaches a 
little tOWclrds the tipper pole. The pronuclei just after conjugation are still 
distingllishable from each other by their staining capacity and also by the size
difference (Text-fig. 9). At the time of conjugation the male pronucleus is smaller 
in size than the female pronucleus. The chromatin elements of the male pronucleus 
is more distinct than those of the female pronucleus. In the next stage, two 
centro somes after division migrate oppositely and finally take positions on 
opposite sides of the c01ljugating plane of the nuclei. The astral system displays 
its remarkc1 hIe radiation. The pronuclei in contact are now apparently alike in 
their structure, size and other nature, so that it is usually impossible to distinguish 
them with certainty. The chromatin elements of the nuclei become more dis
tinct and better defined by taking stains than in the former stage (Fig. 19). In 
the eggs preserved at about !:l hours after inst'minatiClI1, the conjugation-nuclci arc 
s.~en lTI'lCh elongated and the osculating plane attains a great dimension. But 
they are still distinctly separated by the nuclear membrane (Fig. 20). There are 
a certain number of cbromosomal elements of uniform thickness in both nuclei. 
Shortly later, the nuclear m'~mbrane disappears and the formation of the spindle 
is formed at the mctaphase stage of the 11rst cleavage (Fig. 21). Thus there is 
no. actual fU3ion of the two pronuclei throughout the whole course of the prophase 
of thc first cleavage, but they remain in close contact being separated by nuclear 
membr,me. In the fully formed metaphase fIgure two different groups of chrcmo
som'C3, paternal and maternal in their origin, still remain distinctly separated as 
is most clearly recognizable in lateral aspect (Fig. 22 and Text-fig. 10). At 
anaphase, e:Eh group of chromosomes has divided illiu etlual halves respectively. 
The e\'idence here presented is in fair accordance with those clearly demonstrated 
alreacly in JIYlloDius and Mlts by Makino ( 19~H, 1941) and in the carp by Ozima( 1943). 
Gencrally the first cleavage spindle has been fOewd in the process of division in 
the egg liXl~d about 8 hours or som2 1110re after insemination. 

Discussion 

\\'ilson (HJ28) classified the mode of fertilization into two main extn:me 
type:-; with respect to the behrivior of the male and female pronUclei after conjuga
tion in the egg; the one is the sea-urchin type and the other the Ascaris type. In 
the sea-urchin type the pronuclei conjugate immediately after entrance of the 
sperm and apparently fuse completely to form a fusion-nucleus. In the Ascaris
type, 011 the other hand, the sperm enters the egg before the polar diyisions of 
the egg have been accomplished, and after conjugation of the pronuclei no direct 
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mingling of contents occurs between them in spite of intimate contact. There 
is no question based on the results of the present study and those establi5hed by 
some earlier workers in the fact that in the salmon and trout eggs the entry of the 
sperm takes place in the metaphase stage of the second polar "pindle after the 
first polocyte has been extruded from the egg, ami therdorE', the spE'lm-nuclE'l1s 
resides £n siit1- within the egg until the polar division has been acc()mplislied. 
During this pause the spermatozoon is converted into the male pronucleus. 
Then the male pronucleus grows larger and becomes almost indistingui~hablc hem 
the female pronucleus. Thus the two pronuclei are nearly identical in si;:e at the 
time of union, but tlley are still distinguishable on account of the stainirg ca]:'acity 
of the chromatin elements included in them. The centroscme with its astral rays 
divides into two developing the amphiaster betwecn them, before karyogamy 
takes place. In this respect the results of observations of Blanc (1894) are 
doubtful in describing that the amphiaster of the first cleavage spindle originates 
from the centrosomes of a fusion-nucleus. In tile salmon eggs, Blanc (1894) 
observed the actual fusion of two pronuclei and described as follows "9.5 hours 
after insemination, the structual contents of the fEmale pronucleus mingle with 
that of the male pronucleus to form a homogeneous cleavage-nucleus. At the 
same time the astral ray's completely disappear." On thp contra1 y, Kupfer (188(1) 
and Behrens (1898) reported that the male and female pronuclei do not actually 
fuse after coming in contact, but remain side by side with nuclear membrane intact. 
And recently Ozima (J 94~~) reached the similar conclusion in the study of the carp. 
Still further, the results of the present investigation confirmed beyond question 
the phenomenon in showing that the male and female pronuclei after conjugation 
remain separa.ted tbrough011t the ""hole preparing stage for tbe firsi cleavage 
with nuclear membrane intact, am1 further thai at tile time of cka,-age the 
chromosomes remain again separated into tv,o distinct grCl1r~, of patern;il and 
maternal origin. Yicwed from ihe reported case in various forms nf vertebrates, 
It can be said with certainty that the e{:,g of fish belongs 'to tIle Asc,';!" type ir; the 
mode of karyogamyl). 

The noticeable fcatures of the egg of the salmon at the time of fntili"a
tion concern the metamorphosis of the spermatozoon after insemination and its 
behavior in migration. In amphibian eggs, the spermatozoon, after enlr;llJ(C 
into the egg, shows a complete metamorphosis into the male pronucleus of a 
vacuolated form during a period in which the polar divisio!1 has been 8.ccc.mplished 
(KiEg 1901, Makino 1934), while in eggs of the salmon the sperm-head remaiE5 
in a compact chromatic condition without metamorphosing into a vacuolizcd 
nucleus. In this case the sperm-head completes its metamorphosis into the male 
prortucleus after the extrusion of the second polocyte. Recently R. Ch2mbcrs 

1) Details on this respect, refer to Makino (1934, 1941). 
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and E. L. Chambers (1949) have studied on the nuclear and cytoplasmic inter-rela
tion at the time of fertilization in the Asterias egg which develops in sea water 
commencing with germinal yesicle stage and can bE' inseminated at any time; thEy 
observed that the m:lturation of the karyocytoplasm J) teIlds to ]c:ld directly to 
the formation of two polar bodies and the maturation is completed at about lLe 
time of first polar body formation, :lnd that the rate at which the fertibaticn 
events proceed depends upon the cytoplasmic maturation and immature state of 
the karyocytopbsm hzts a delaying dfcc!: on the clevE'lopment of the sperm and its 
accompanying en'nis. \\'itlt the abon' \·jew in mind, it is highly probable Hat 
the condition of karyocytoplasm ill the salmon egg at fertilization is not equivaknt 
to those of amphibian or other vertebrate eggs and the former is more irr,rratme 
than the latter, since in the salmon egg tbe sperm-head remains not metamorphocc d 
after entrance into the egg until tbe extrusion of the second polocyte has accom}:
lished, though the salmon eggs show, when laid, the second Im~taphasl' spir.dle 
observed in other eggs. This is of importance witb reference to the fol1owing 
evidence that the salmon eggs are spontaneously activated by water witbcd in
semination, accompanying the extrusion of the second polocyte, thus, insemir.aticn 
never take.; ,[11 important role for thE' formation of second polar body as in the case 
of Asterias (Yamamoto 1951), while in amphibian egg', stages subsequent to the 
metaphase of the second division t:lke place only after entry of the spErmatozoon 
into the egg. 

The other rem'l.rkable feature of the salmon eggs points to the migrating 
behavior of the pronuclei. In the eggs of amphibia as in the case of other an;mals, 
both pronuclei start at the same time to migrate towards the meeting place. But 
in the s:llmon eggs the migration of the male pronucleus has been taken place prior 
to that of the female pronucleus. After the migration of the male pronucleus has 
reached the meeting point, the female pronucleus commences its migration. The 
causes that determmc the movements ct t11e pronuclei duri1lg fertilization are 
left not answered; thf:y ,In: the imporbnt items in fertiliZ::1tinn which dEmand 
further research in future. 

Summary 

1) At the time of insemination the SEcond maturation division of the egg 
persists in tllc stage of metaphase and then it gradually advances in further 
course of division after entry of the spermatozoon. 

2) The region where the spermatozoon has entered is found marked by a 
funnel-shaped depression, assuming a feature like the so-called "entrance cone." 
About ten minutes latcr, the entranee-regio_1 is found as a tiny projecting area 

1) By Chambers and Chambers (1949) the cytoplasm of the maturing and mature 
egg was termed karyocytoplasm. 
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at the surface of the egg. The projecting area of the ooplasm disappears after a 
while. 

3) About one hour after insemination, a sperm-aster is apparent lying at 
the base of the sperm-head. The polar division in the egg has found proceeded 
to the telophase stage by this time. 

4) Following the extrusion of the second polocyte, the chromosome mass 
in the eGg begins to convert into the vesicular female pronucleus. Together with 
the m:tam')rphosis of the egg-nuclus, the sperm-head of the compact chromatic 
condition becomes vesicular showing less affinity for stains. Along with these 
changes the sperm-head advances towards the deeper part of the egg accompany
ing the sperm-aster. 

5) About three hours after insemination, there is found the metamorphosed 
female pronucleus resident at its original position together with the sperm-head 
which is completely com-crted into the vesicular male pronucleus. At this stage 
the male and female pronuclei are apparently alike in structure, but the former 
is rcaiily disti;guishable from the latter on account of the occurrence of the sperm
aster. There is no evidence for the presence of radial system in the female 
pronucleus. 

G) After metamorphosis, the female pronucleus commences its migration 
1) approach the mal." pronucleus which at that time has already arrived at the meet
ing p')sition. The meeting of the pronuclei generally takes place within 3.5 to 4 
hours after insemination has occurred. 

7) At the tim~ of conjugation the pronuclei are still distinguishable from 
each other due to both staining capacity and size-difference. The male pronucleus 
is characterized by showing more distinct chromatin elements than the female 
pronucleus. The male pronucleus is generally sT'.laller in size than the female 
pronucleus. 

8) After the pronuclei come in contact, they do not actually fuse, but lie 
side by side ill close contact vvitll the nuclear m'::mbrane intact. Thus the matern81 
and paternal chromosome material are separated in distinct groups during through 
the stage prior to the first division, and further the chromosomes rem,ain again 
separated into two groups of the maternal and paternal origin at the time of 
cleavage. 
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Explanation of Plate V 

All figures arc photomicrograpl" of sections d the eggs. 
Fig. 1. Section,; of an egg directly striped (11t fn;m a mother fish, showing the 

secuIlll !)o]ar divisioll rr .. ftal'll<-:~e~ obhque vic,v. ca. x6:~O. Fig. 2. "Entrance cone" 
and sperm- head. From an egg about 10 minutes after jmcminaticn. (8. X EOO. Fig. a. 
Metaph8SC stage of 111(' second ~:()br diyisinn. side \'::(\V. From 811 egg: eeL farrf' stc:ge 2S 

above. ca. x G(iO. li'ig. It. Sperm-head and projecting cytoplasm at the region "here 
the sllermc,tnz()()n Ins l"f'netratrcl Sections fwm an egg about 20 minutes after 
insemination. Cl. >< ()('(1. Fig."". SFcrm-hcad about ~O minutes after insemination 
ca. x ()OO. Fig. 6. T<:arly anaphase stage of the second di,-isioD. '1],(' f2JIlC '"" Fig. 5. 
ea_ x600. Fig. 7. Sperm-hea,1 and sperm-aster al:out 60 r1',inut(5 ~IHer insemination. 
ca. xGGO. Fig. 8. Te10IJhas(' stage 01 [he second polar division. The same 2S fig. 7. 
ca. x 600. Fig. 9. S" oJ]e'.1 sperm-head abuut onc and a half hours after insemination. 
ca. 600. Fig. :10. Sections of the eggs of same stage as abovc. '1 he seccLd Folccyle 
is about to constrict oft, in v,hich the cJumping ,.f the chromosomes takes place. ca.x€OO. 
Fig. 11. Sperm-head Leginning the process of metamorphosis. From an egg atout t'\\o 
and a half hours after insemination. ca. x GOO. Fig. 12. Condensed mass of sister 
chromosomes remained OIl the egg after the second polcc}te has been extn;ced. The sarr.e 
as rig. 1 l. ca. x GOO. e.I1., egg nucleus. p.b., second polar body. 
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Explanali.on of Plate VI 

All are photomicrographs of sections of eggs. 
Fig. IS. Metamorphosing sperm-lwacl an,1 egg llucleus abol,t two awl a half hours after 

insemination. The sperm-head has already migrated to the inner art of the euz. ca. x GOO. 
f. female nucleus, m, male nucleus. Figs. 14-1f. Already metamorphosed male and 
female pronuclei. From an egg about three hours after insemination. ca. x 600. £'n., 
female pronucleus. Ill. n, male pronucleus. p.b., polar body. Fig. 16. Migrating 
female pronucleus ihree hours aftel insemination. ca. x fOO. Fig. Ii. Male pronucleus 
at sam« stage as Fig. 16. ca x600. Fig. IE. T"o pronuclei just prior to ('conjugation. 
From an egg about 31/2 hours after insemination. ca.x600. Fig5.19-20. Conjugated 
nuclei., preparing for the first cleavage mitosis. Fig. 19 cl:tl :20, ilem the eggs about 6 
and 8 hours after insemination respectively. ca. >: 600. Fig. 21. First cleavage spindle 
metaphase. From an egg about 8 hours after in'.cmination. ca. x600. Fig. 22. 
Metaphase stage of the first cleavage. The chrome somes are segregated into two distinct 
grou'ps, probably of paternal and maternal origin r('spectivcJy. From al1 egg aLout 9 hours 

after insemination. ca. x600. 
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